
increase
your crop yields

through effective

animal and bird defence

Throughout the season, the crop is constantly
in danger  and we all  recognize the problems
presented by starlimgs. Pigeons, blackbirds,..
or wild-pigs, deers, rabbits,.... These  animals
feed on the crop before the seed has opened,
i.e. during drilling, and also during the  growth
of the  crop - in other  words  before  it can be
harvested.  Protect  your  crop  from  such
damage.

The best solution: control - unit

Three succesive shots given off in a short period of time are guaranteed to
repel unwanted  animals. Irregular  breaks  in between the 3-shot bursts (4
time-range´s for the break  from 2 to 30 minutes are available) prevent the
animals   becoming  accustomed  to  the  machine  and   maintain  the
effectiveness of it. Longer breaks are adjustable with the timer - clock.
Long operational-time without changing batterys thanks to the new
computer-technology. All electronic components and the clock-
timer are protected  against rain in the control - box. The
ignition of  the  propan - or  butan- gas given  by  a
magnetic - valve  is done  with  high  voltage
and  a  spark - plug.
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This model is a self-rotating, electronic banger with a 3
shot bursts. The barrel and the electronic unit are set up on a
tripod with a standard  height of  approximately  2 meter. If
required, the tripod can be  extended  to give additional
height. Each  bang  is fired  into a  different  direction
because  the barrel is rotated by the ball bearing.
Because of the different direction of each shot
the pitch appears  different to the  birds  and
therefore enhances the effect. Furthermore
some animals  are driven away merely by
the  rotating movement of this particular
model. The  Carousel Triplex V gives
proven  crop  protection  for around
4  to  25 hectares  depending on
the  bird - species  and  the
plant-type.

Carousel Triplex V

Very effective due to the special
shape  and  color  combination.

Butterfly Dummy

Stationary electronic controlled  banger  with a  3 shot
bursts. With the shot-volume of around 86 decibels at
a distsance of 100 meters this model cover a  area of
1  to  5 hectars. The shot-volume can be regulated by
the  length  of  the  megaphone. Thanks  to  it´s
construction  it can be  easily  transported from place
to place to increase the effectiveness.

The high reflective red - silver  Mirror-
Pyramid give a powerful
eye - catching  flash  of

reflected light from the sun. The
blinking - effect if the carousel rotates
makes  the  combination  to  a  very
effective scaring device.

Mirror - Pyramid

This  is  a  visually  and  acoustic
electronic controlled bird - scarer
with triple shot bursts. The vertical
shot  barrel  fires  a  “butterfly -
dummy” (to represent a bird of prey)
hold by an antenna in the air. The
dummy then falls bach to the shot-
barrel  under  it´s own  weight.
Individual  birds such as blackbirds,
thrushes and herons are only driven
off  for a short  time by  the  normal
acoustic  apparatus.  However,
because these birds are particularly
vulnerable to predators such as cats
or birds of prey, they have a greater
fear  of  movement.  Hence  to  the
combination of  shot  and the visual
effectit makes the PURIVOX Razzo
Triplex V  to  the  most  effective
deterrent against all kinds of birds.
The protection area is 1 to 4 hectar
depending on the plantation.


